Orchestrating CSCL - More Than a Metaphor?
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Abstract: Orchestrating learning as a metaphor for developing and investigating learning environments has gained traction among CSCL scholars and practitioners. We propose a formalization of the metaphor attempting to assess its usefulness to reconstruct two CSCL scenarios and its power to influence future CSCL theory building, research, and practice. Also, we discuss what role digital technologies can play in orchestrating CSCL.

What Are Components of Orchestras and the Orchestration Process?

In CSCL research (e.g., Dillenbourg, Järvelä & Fischer, 2009), the term “orchestration” has been used to re-emphasize the central role of the teacher, which may be regarded as a reaction towards prior CSCL research that has tried to develop learning environments that would rather replace the teacher than put him/her to the centre. However, a critical discussion on the value of the orchestration metaphor appears to be missing. To determine its usefulness, we first decompose orchestras and the process of orchestration into six components.

The first component of an orchestra is the conductor (1), whose function is to interpret a piece of music and manage the orchestra to play well together to finally produce and perform a piece of music. Second, an orchestra consists of musicians (2) who play their parts of the score and who may be grouped according to their function for the orchestra (e.g., strings or woodwind). Third, orchestras rely on a score (3), which “tells” the conductor and the musicians the kind of music they are aiming to perform. Fourth, an orchestra uses a variety of instruments and tools (4), some of which are used by the conductor (e.g., the baton) while others are used by all (e.g., the music stands) or some of the musicians (e.g., the cellos). A fifth component of orchestration is its product, i.e. a musical piece (5) to an audience (6), which is the sixth component of an orchestra.

Can the Orchestration Metaphor Be Used to Reconstruct Different Learning Scenarios?

In the following we try to apply the orchestration metaphor to reconstruct two CSCL scenarios:

Example 1: Instruction for shared knowledge construction in a higher education setting. The first CSCL scenario was used in a course “Learning and Interaction” offered at a Finnish university. The aim of the course was to enhance student groups’ understanding of relations between socio-cultural and socio-cognitive perspectives of collaborative learning. The idea was to structure the student groups’ collaborative activities in f2f and virtual settings. The teacher (1) very much resembled a conductor of an orchestra: Her role was to manage the course by interpreting and applying conceptions of a national level curriculum of the Subject Studies in Education. Moreover, she set the learning goals, chose external resources, and managed and supported group collaboration, helping students to “play together” in the classroom “ecosystem”. The students (2) could be viewed in analogy to the musicians in an orchestra. The aim of the student groups was particularly to combine their knowledge construction processes and play well together. The lesson plan (3) was influenced by National Curriculum standards (as a score is influenced/created by a composer), but in the end it was the teacher who designed the specific instance of the plan. This was done on the basis of the Jigsaw approach (Aronson et al., 1978), during which students became experts in one theory and were subsequently grouped together with students who were experts in another theory. Then, their task was to explain the theories to each other. During the course a number of different instruments and tools (4) were used. For example, there were two web-based learning environments, one primarily for the realization of the learning phases to be orchestrated by the teacher and participated in by the students, and the other for the groups’ knowledge construction. The product of the “orchestra” emphasized collaborative learning (5) as culturally organized social interaction and a process of groups’ knowledge construction. Like an orchestra, thus, the learning group created a joint product. There is friction in applying the metaphor for the audience level (6). Thinking about the audience, in educational contexts leads to ask “whom are we learning for and how is learning performed?” Thus, in our example, from an individual perspective learning could be “performed” within individualized, written tests. From a group
perspective, the whole classroom can be seen as the audience. We could also argue that learning produces competences that are required and welcome in our society, and then society may be interpreted as audience.

Example 2: Knowledge-building in an informal science learning setting using digital video games. The second CSCL scenario involved a group of Grade 10 students (n=12) who participated in a series of workshops led by four graduate students from a research university to introduce participants to two video games titled Spore and Spore Galactic Adventures (SGA). Spore grants the user the ability to navigate a simple cell creature through a series of challenges meant to parallel the evolution of a species. SGA provides a level builder whereby students generate their own games. Given the informal nature of the arrangement, the teacher played less the role of the conductor (1) and more the manager of the orchestra and composer of the score. The actual conductors were the four graduate students who ran the workshops as part of a course assignment. The 12 workshop participants can partially be regarded as resembling the musicians (2) in an orchestra, particularly in the earlier stages as they played through the stages of Spore. However, once they began building games in SGA, they gradually became co-authors of the score. The lesson plan (3) consisted of biweekly 45-minute workshops during the school year. These workshops provided a clear sequence of learning activities (e.g., participants watched instructional videos that demonstrated the capabilities of the software and later created their own creatures and game levels) which thus resembled the score of an orchestra. However, it left room for interpretation on behalf of the students, which stands in some contrast to the idea of a “score”. With respect to instruments and tools (4), the used digital technologies were designed in a way that went beyond the familiar role of instruments and tools in an orchestra. In Spore and SGA, one person can play at a computer, but has access to thousands of Spore players via the Internet, cracking up the boundaries of the orchestra to a virtually infinite number of players. The envisioned product (5) of the project was to have the learners act as a knowledge building community that contributes to the knowledge on Spore and SGA already available on the WWW. This goes well along with the notion of orchestras delivering a group product to an audience. Finally, the scenario shows how digital technologies can bring an audience (6) into educational processes, since each group created its own evolution adventure and shared it on the Sporepeda website to a virtually infinite number of other players.

Discussion
The two examples show that the extent to which the orchestration metaphor can be used to reconstruct different CSCL scenarios depends on the type of scenario under study. There certainly is friction when one tries to adopt the metaphor, but we think that this friction can be used productively to re-think important issues in educational theory-building, empirical research, and practice. Two exemplary questions are presented to justify this claim:

(1) How should learning look like and what should be learned in future formal and informal learning?
In an orchestra, the conductor is the centre. Based on the score, s/he signals the players what to play, when to play, how to play, and with whom to play. It may however be questioned if a teacher should always be “on the podium”, or whether an alternative exists. The discussion about the so-called 21st century skills (Voogt & Knezek, 2008) revealed that besides a systematic knowledge base, students also need to acquire more general skills such as communicative and collaborative competences. For such rather general (social) skills to be acquired, direct instruction may need to be augmented by more participatory instructional approaches (e.g., Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2006), as is the case in the two scenarios we presented.

(2) What should the role of digital technologies be in future formal and informal learning?
Digital technologies can be interpreted in analogy to instruments used in an orchestra. Some of them are used by the teacher (e.g., a learning management system, see example 1), whereas others are used by the students (e.g., laptops to access Sporepedia, see example 2). Yet, the use of digital technologies can also lead to challenging the orchestration metaphor: Example 2 showed that technologies can make the group of “musicians” much bigger than an orchestra could ever be, since it brings together players from all over the world. An adjacent research question could be how learning is affected by the presence of such a large group of collaborators and spectators, which demonstrates that the orchestration metaphor bears potential to inspire future CSCL research.
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